What we mean with "RFP dynamo effect " : 2/2 to resolve the previous inconsistency we need an "additional" mean electric field with respect to the one provided by mean B and mean v fields, i.e. -within resistive MHD-the contribution by coherent modulation of B and v:
E dynamo allows us to balance Ohm's law justifying that in stationary conditions:
• less mean Jz is driven in the core • more mean J θ is driven in the edge then expected by externally applied E. Cappello & Biskamp Nucl. Fus. 1996 MHD mod el eq 3 a simple visco -resistive approximation
MHD Numerical simulations
t t t ν η = → v v v η ν = → re-scaling : 3D MHD nonlinear code SpeCyl v d dv 2 ∇ + ∧ = ν B J t ρ ≡ 1, p ≡ 0 ) ( ) v ( J B t B η ∂ ∂ ∧ ∇ − ∧ ∧ ∇ = (Lundquist: S = 1 / η ) ν = τ A /τ v η = τ A /τ R
Model equations
"H" is the important parameter when inertia is negligible ! 22000.
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Experiment R/LTe=30
Stability limit 
